One of a Kind – Custom Design!

This fully customized Stewart Stevenson LMTV - RV Expedition Vehicle won't just take you CrossCountry, it will take you into the Backcountry & beyond! Overlanding is one of the hottest new trends in
the RV community.
Similar new builds start at $299k and range to well over 1Mill, making this Expedition vehicle a rare find
in the market. The 2.5 Ton payload makes this a great tow rig option for offshore boat & car racing
enthusiasts. In addition to leisure travel, this LMTV - RV has so many practical uses for business, like
traveling disaster relief insurance adjusters & disaster response contractors that need to get to a hardhit difficult terrain destination & live on-site for weeks at a time. Other great business uses such as an
onsite field office or heavy equipment transport also create the potential for a great tax write-off
opportunity.
There have been many upgrades done to make this a street legal vehicle that can drive at comfortable
highway speeds. New drive shafts, High speed axle upgrades professionally installed will enable this
vehicle to reach speeds of 75 MPH and comfortably cruise at 60MPH with an increased fuel economy of
11-14 MPG. Custom Meritor locking rear differential to improve off road traction, 46 Goodyear MVT
tires rated at 80MPH which are DOT highway rated. Fully integrated Central Tire Inflation System with
upgraded controller and valves to modify air pressure over a greater range.
All external lights have been upgraded to LED. Train air horn, Subscription free Global GPS chip, and back
up camera with the ability to add more cameras to the system. The camper is a 16 ft. Shadow Cruiser
that was professionally mated to the LMTV chassis, camper has 12v TV, DVD and LED lights. water
heater, dometic A/C, Maxx Air fan, audio system, 4 memory foam mattress, Kitchen with microwave,
fridge, stove, sink. Storage cabinets. Unique penny-wall backsplash in the kitchen. Bath with shower,
sink and toilet.
All RV systems are in working order. There is also a Solar panel and controller that charges the house
batteries and a dual fuel generator with custom locking enclosure.
*Vehicle is currently located in South Florida; Shipping can be arranged Globally.
**Hurry this won’t last!

